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English for Academic Purposes (EAP)

Week 2 Lesson 1
Introduction to APA: Referencing



What do you know about citation?
How to avoid plagiarising? 

Discussion



WHAT IS APA?
The American Psychological Association (APA) “style provides a foundation for           
effective scholarly communication because it helps authors present their ideas in a     
clear, concise, and organized manner” (APA, 2019, p. xvii).

Disciplines that Use APA: 
Business 
Sciences 
Social Sciences
Health Sciences 

APA regulates: 
Document format
Style and language 
In-text citations 
References 
 

Source: APA style 7th edition, retrieved from: https://apastyle.apa.org/products/publication-manual-7th-edition



APA format guidelines



 

General formatting

● Times New Roman 12 pt, Calibri 11 pt, Arial 11 pt, etc.

● Double line spacing

● One-inch (2.54 cm) margins

● Page number in the top right

● Running head in the top left (if submitting for publication)



Title page

Source: APA reference page, retrieved from: https://www.scribbr.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/apa-reference-page-7th-ed.png 





Professional paper APA title page



Levels of heading

Source: APA reference page, retrieved from:https://www.scribbr.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/apa-reference-page-7th-ed.png 



What’s a citation? 

In-text 
citations

Reference
s

Narrative Parenthetic
al



IN-TEXT CITATIONS



IN-TEXT CITATION



IN-TEXT CITATIONS



IN-TEXT CITATIONS



IN-TEXT CITATION



Block Quotation Examples



REFERENCES



Reference or no reference?

Page on a website

Article from an academic   
journal

Book used as background 
reading

Interview you conducted

Email from an expert

PowerPoint slides from 
a lecture

Chapter from a book   
that you cited

Facebook status



✓ Reference required X No reference required ? It depends… 

Page on a website Interview you conducted Facebook status

Book Email Lecture slides

Article from an academic 
journal

Background reading



REFERENCE ELEMENTS
• Punctuation: 
           • Put a period in between reference elements
           • Use commas to separate parts of an element 
           • Capitalize the letter of titles, subtitles (after the :),     
             and proper names

• Author: the person or group responsible for creating,        
writing, or editing the content of a work

• Date: date of publication

• Title: the title of the work being cited 
            • Stand-alone titles: book, journal, website, report
            • Part of a greater whole: article, chapter

• Source: where readers can retrieve the work cited                 
(journal, website, publisher)
             • URLs and DOIs: present both as hyperlinks (not 
               necessary to include “Retrieved from”) Source: APA reference page, retrieved from: 

https://www.scribbr.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/apa-reference-pa
ge-7th-ed.png 



Formatting the APA reference page
The basics

On the reference page, you list all the sources that you’ve    
cited throughout your paper. Place the page, right after the 
main body and before any appendices.

On the first line of the page, write the section label               
“References” (in bold and centered). On the second line,    
start listing your references in alphabetical order.

Apply these formatting guidelines to the APA reference page:

• Double spacing (within and between references)
• Hanging indent of ½ inch
• Legible font (e.g. Times New Roman 12 or Arial 11)
• Page number in the top right header

Source: APA reference page, retrieved from: https://www.scribbr.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/apa-reference-page-7th-ed.png 



IDENTIFY THE SOURCE TYPE 

To determine the format to follow, ask:
• Author: Who is responsible for this work? 
• Date: When was the work published?
• Title: What is this work called? 
• Source: Where can I retrieve this work? 



Reference list: Articles in periodicals

Denny, H., Nordlof, J., & Salem, L. (2018). Tell me exactly what it was that I was doing that was 
so bad: Understanding the needs and expectations of working-class students in writing centers. 
Writing Center Journal, 37(1), 67–98. https://www.jstor.org/stable/26537363

Identify what is highlighted and underlined. Put the reference details in the correct order.
1. Pages
2. Volume number
3. Title of article
4. Year
5. Author(s)
6. Article URL/DOI
7. Title of Periodical
8. Issue number



Journal Article with a DOI:



Journal Article, without a DOI:



Author

Date



Citing images accessed online

For online images, include the name of the site you found it on, and a URL. Link 
directly to the image where possible, as it may be hard to locate from the other 
information given.



 Images with no author, date or title listed





PRACTICE



Task 1:

Quote provided statement in two ways of in-text citations

Statement: Being a student is easy. Learning requires actual work

Author:   William Crawford

Year of publication: 2017

Page:  81 



Correct answers

• Parenthetical:  “Being a student is easy. Learning 
requires actual work” (Crawford, 2017, p. 81).

• Narrative:  According to Crawford (2017), it is not 
difficult to be a student, but “learning requires 
actual work” (p.81)



Task 2:

Quote provided a statement in two ways of in-text citations

Statement: Learning is a process that leads to change, which occurs as a result of 
experience and increases the potential for improved performance and future learning

Authors: John Smith, Angeline Stark, Ivan Boule   

Year of publication:  2022

Page: 8  



Correct answers

• Parenthetical: Lifelong learning makes changes caused by 
experience which becomes a foundation for “improved 
performance and future learning” (Smith et all., 2022, p. 8).

• Narrative:  According to Smith et al. (2017), lifelong learning makes changes 
caused by experience which becomes a foundation for “improved performance 
and future learning” (p. 8).



Which example of a block quotation is correct? (Imagine 
that all of them are double-spaced). 

Answer: B



Sources to prepare for APA Quiz

• Purdue Online Writing Lab - 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatti
ng_and_style_guide/index.html

• Taylor & Francis Journals Standard Reference Style Guide: American 
Psychological Association, Seventh Edition (APA-7) - (In Moodle - 
Week2 study materials)

• APA citation style Overview (in Moodle – Week2 study materials)
• APA common reference examples guide  (in Moodle – Week2 study 

materials)
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Thank you!


